The True Next Generation
High Performance Zirconia

- Anterior Translucency (>48%)
- Maximum Strength (>1250 MPa*)
- Eliminates Graying on Lighter Shades

Beyond Plus™ zirconia is in a class of its own. B&D Dental Technologies offers a uniquely universal zirconia that delivers on the promise of beauty and strength. Beyond Plus™ is more than a true replacement for lithium disilicate such as **e.max®. It is stronger with equal or better aesthetics.

- Dentists no longer have to compromise strength for beauty. Their choice has been simplified.
- Labs benefit from a dense material that allows them to reproduce a sharp margin while still milling the 98mm zirconia disc easily (due to deliberate pre-sintering parameters).

In addition to the ultimate blend of translucency and strength, Beyond Plus™ was developed to work with CHROMA™ color liquid v.6.1 to provide consistent shading for optimal aesthetics.

*1100 MPa: up to 14 mm, 1250 MPa: over 16 mm  **Not a trademark of B&D Dental
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**Beyond Plus™** is a GAME CHANGER for the industry. You get the HT AESTHETICS with the STRENGTH for multiple unit bridges. Finally we can make anterior as well as posterior bridges, with the strength needed."

_Nadine Payne - Payne Oral Designs_
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**Beyond Plus™** is THE BEST ZIRCONIA ON THE MARKET. It looks as good as any anterior zirconia, better than *e.max®, and is STRONG enough for large posterior bridges.”

_Jim Burke - JC’S Dental Designs LLC_